3 YEAR WARRANTY
ON ALL PARTS
LID SAFETY SWITCH cuts
pump off if lid is opened

VERTICAL SEAL - LESS PUMP, no pump seals,
pump end is completely submerged.

TOP SPRAY BAR swivels to the
side to allow for easy loading

15 MINUTE
CYCLE TIMER

POWER CORD AND
WALL RECEPTICAL
standard

PORTABLE
on wheels

Large enough inside to handle engine block and
transmissions, outside its compact size fits nicely
even in any garage, even at home.

NO BEARINGS in water, spindle assembly is
sealed by a air lock. Turntable is belt driven by
gearmotor.

THERMO INSULATION
Energy Efficient

MODEL IC-4
INSTA-CLEAN Parts Washers Are Fast, Easy, Economical
and Environmentally Friendly
INSTA-CLEAN parts washers can clean many
types of materials: steel, cast iron, aluminum, plastic, even glass. Cleaning automotive parts, engine
blocks and transmissions with the heaviest dirt and
oil as well as newly machined parts, can be
cleaned fast, efficient and economically. Open the
parts washer door and place dirty parts on work
tray, close the door and turn timer on (5-15) minutes. Parts come out oil free, dirt free and dry.
Gaskets lift off parts with ease. Parts are protected
from rust by a light film. Hot water (150-180F) and
a mild alkaline detergent is sprayed at high volume
and pressure from the 360 degree manifold that
rotates 360 degrees around the parts, cleaning

them fast and economically. Workers will no longer
have the labor intensive job of manually cleaning
parts in potentially harmful solvents and chemicals.
The time and labor saved with an INSTA-CLEAN
parts washer will allow you to spend more time on
the actual job, increasing productivity. Not only saving on labor cost but adding potentially thousands
of dollars in added productivity. Businesses with
manual cleaning operations as small as 15 minutes
a day will profit from using an INSTA-CLEAN parts
washer. INSTA-CLEAN parts washers are designed
to operate as economical as possible. Higher
horsepower gives faster cleaning. Thermo insulation saves on heat loss.

INSTA-CLEAN’S FREE FLOATING MANIFOLD BEARING

15 MINUTE WASH CYCLE TIMER

allows constant manifold speed with no lubrication

Door safety switch stops pump immediately if door is opened. Gas heated models
include a time clock for heater.

15 MINUTE TIMER on oil
skimmer prevents over
skimming

360 DEGREE MANIFOLD WITH
OFFSET JETS, rotates 360 degrees
around the parts tray (full spray coverage)

POWER CORD AND WALL
RECEPTACLE standard

3 YEAR
WARRANTY
ON ALL PARTS

LARGE 26” DIAMETER
PARTS TRAY rolls completely
out on door for easy loading
and unloading of parts.

BUILT IN OIL
SKIMMER has stain-

less steel disc and blades.
Heating on the IC-7 can be
SHUTTER DOOR inside machine closes off skimmer box changed to 3-phase in just minutes.
to keep steam and oil mist off side of parts washer.

Pump has no seals
or packing glands.

THERMOSTAT conveniently located
on front of machine.

2” FULL PORT BALL VALVE,
centered on bottom off slanted
floor for quick draining of main
tank.

THERMO INSULATION
Energy Efficient

MODEL IC-7
INSTA-CLEAN Features

INSTA-CLEAN Quality

Thermo insulation is standard on all INSTA-CLEAN
parts washers. Saves on energy costs. Oil skimmers have thick 11 GA. Stainless steel discs and
scraper blades. Parts washers with built on oil
skimmers have a shutter door inside the washer.
Keeps oil skimmer side of parts washer clean.
Industrial rated seal-less pumps are standard, no
pump seals to leak. INSTA-CLEAN models IC-7
and IC-10 are designed with parts trays that roll
completely out onto the door, making it assessable
from three sides. Easy loading of even the heaviest
of parts to be cleaned. INSTA-CLEAN models IC-4
and IC-7 are supplied with an electric cord and wall
receptacle. INSTA-CLEAN parts washers are painted with an industrial grade polyurethane (rubber)
coating. Long lasting and chemical resistant. Full
port 2” ball valves are standard on models IC-7 and
IC-10.

Since 1977 INSTA-CLEAN has been manufacturing parts washers with high standards. Sound
designs and quality materials have given INSTACLEAN a reputation of producing equipment that
will last. You can depend on INSTA-CLEAN sales,
parts and technical staff for fast and courteous
service. At INSTA-CLEAN, your satisfaction is
important to us. Our product testing staff performs
extensive tests to assure that our products will perform to high standards and give long service life.
Every parts washer built by INSTA-CLEAN is filled
with water and tested to assure that there are no
leaks and that all components work properly. If a
component should fail during the warranty period,
INSTA-CLEAN, in most cases, can guarantee
overnight delivery of replacement parts. The WARRANTY on Models IC-4, IC-7, IC-10 is (3 YEARS)
on all parts.

INSTA-CLEAN’S FREE FLOATING MANIFOLD BEARING

15 MINUTE WASH CYCLE TIMER

allows constant manifold speed with no lubrication

Door safety switch stops pump
immediately if door is opened. Gas
heated models include a timeclock
for heater.

15 MINUTE TIMER on oil skimmer pre-

360 DEGREE MANIFOLD WITH
OFFSET JETS, rotates 360 degrees

vents over skimming

around the parts tray (full spray coverage)

3 YEAR
WARRANTY
ON ALL PARTS

BUILT
OIL
SKIMMER has

LARGE 34” DIAMETER
PARTS TRAY rolls completely out

IN

on door for easy loading and
unloading of parts.

stainless steel disc and blades.

SHUTTER DOOR inside

THE MODEL IC-10 is available with
GAS OR ELECT Heat.

2” FULL PORT BALL VALVE on
screen sump for easy removal of
large waste material.

machine closes off skimmer
box to keep steam and oil mist
off side of parts washer.

Pump has
no seals or
packing
glands.

(100,000BTU Gas Blower)
(12KW Electric Heater)

THERMOSTAT con2” FULL PORT BALL VALVE, cen-

veniently located
on front of
machine.

THERMO INSULATION

tered on bottom off slanted floor for
quick draining of main tank.

Energy Efficient

MODEL IC-10
Model

Pump
H.P.

Cleaning Area
Working Cap.

Gal.
Cap.

Heating

Thermo
Insulation

Built On
Oil Skimmer

Overall
Dimensions
H
W
D

IC-4

2

Diameter
Height
Diagonal

26”
31”
40”

45

Elect Only
4.5 KW

YES

Portable
Available

49”

40”

32”

IC-7

3

Diameter
Height
Diagonal

26”
31”
40”

60

Elect Only
7.5 KW

YES

YES

62”

51”

39”

IC-10

5

Diameter
Height
Diagonal

34”
28”
44”

120

Elect 12 KW
or Opt
Gas, Blower

ICC-816B

5

Belt
Height

16”
8”

150

Both Gas &
Elect Heat

ICPT-2620

10

Consult
Factory

160

Both Gas &
Elect Heat

Voltage

Amps

Approx.
Weight

220V
1-Phase

30

500

220V 1Ph
or 3-Ph
On Heat

41
1000
30

YES

YES

62”

62”

47”

220V
3-Ph Std.
1-Ph Opt.

3-PH
E-37
G-14

1200

YES

Portable
Available

H
44”

W
42”

L
90”

220V 3Ph
480V Opt

40

1300

480V 3Ph
220V Opt

34

1500

YES

Portable
Included

Consult
Factory

ICC-816B

ICPT-2620

Conveyerized belt washer.
Available in other sizes and configurations. Designs for medium to
high production.

Pass thru washer. Baskets are independent from the washer. Automatic
doors and wash cycles. High speed
cleaning and ease of material handling.

ACCESSORIES
Parts Baskets, Regular and Divided
Cleaning Compound, Several Blends
Portable Oil Skimmers
Parts Trees, Standard and Custom

Factory
INSTA-CLEAN, MFG.
955 Kiowa Ave.#E
Lake Havasu City, AZ 86403
Ph 928-680-4445
Fax 928-680-0028
Sales 800-331-6405
E-Mail: icaz@ctaz.com
Web: www.instaclean.com

